
 

Unexpected observation of ice at low
temperature, high pressure questions water
theory
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Scientists at Oak Ridge National Laboratory studying super-cold states of water
discovered a pathway to the unexpected formation of dense, crystalline phases of
ice thought to exist beyond Earth's limits. Their findings, reported in Nature,
challenge accepted theories and could lead to better understanding of ice found
on other planets, moons and elsewhere in space. Credit: Jill Hemman/Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, US Dept. of Energy
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Through an experiment designed to create a super-cold state of water,
scientists at the Department of Energy's Oak Ridge National Laboratory
used neutron scattering to discover a pathway to the unexpected
formation of dense, crystalline phases of ice thought to exist beyond
Earth's limits.

Observation of these particular crystalline ice phases, known as ice IX,
ice XV and ice VIII, challenges accepted theories about super-cooled 
water and amorphous, or non-crystalline, ice. The researchers' findings,
reported in the journal Nature, will also lead to better basic
understanding of ice and its various phases found on other planets and
moons and elsewhere in space.

"Hydrogen and oxygen are among the most abundant elements in the
universe, and the simplest molecular compound of the two, H2O, is
common," said Chris Tulk, ORNL neutron scattering scientist and lead
author. "In fact, a popular theory suggests that most of Earth's water was
brought here through collisions with icy comets."

On Earth, when water molecules reach zero degrees Celsius, they enter a
lower energy state and settle onto a hexagonal crystalline lattice. This
frozen form is denoted as ice Ih, the most common phase of water that
can be found in household freezers or at skating rinks.

Ice IX, ice XV and ice VIII are three of at least 17 ice phases realized
when molecules reorganize into a stable crystalline structure at varying
super-low temperatures and very high pressures, conditions that don't
occur naturally on Earth.

"As ice changes phases, it's similar to water going from a gas to a liquid
to a solid except at low temperatures and high pressure—the ice
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transforms between various different solid forms," Tulk said.

Each known ice phase is characterized by its unique crystal structure
within its pressure-temperature range of stability, where the molecules
reach equilibrium and the water molecules exhibit a regular three-
dimensional pattern, and the structure becomes stable.

Initially, Tulk and colleagues at the National Research Council of
Canada and from the University of California at Los Angeles were
exploring the structural nature of amorphous ice—a state of ice that
forms with no ordered crystalline structure—as it recrystallizes at even
higher pressures.

To make amorphous ice, scientists freeze water into a high-pressure
device that is cooled to minus 173 degrees Celsius and pressurized to
approximately 10,000 atmospheres, or 147,000 pounds per square inch
(car tires are inflated to about 32 pounds per square inch).

"This type of amorphous ice is thought to be related to liquid water, and
understanding that link was the original purpose of this study," said Tulk.
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New simulations suggest that carbon (C) routinely bonded with iron (Fe), silicon
(Si) and oxygen (O) deep within the magma ocean that covered Earth when it
was young. Those heavy molecules would have eventually sunk to the planet's
core, hinting at hidden stores of carbon at our planet's center. Credit: Natalia
Solomatova/École Normale Supérieure de Lyon

At ORNL's Spallation Neutron Source, the team froze a three-millimeter
sphere, or about half a drop, of deuterated water, which has an additional
neutron in the hydrogen nucleus needed for neutron scattering analysis.
Then, they programmed the Spallation Neutrons and Pressure, or SNAP,
diffractometer to minus 173 degrees C. The instrument increased the
pressure incrementally every couple of hours up to 411,000 pounds per
square inch, or about 28,000 atmospheres while collecting neutron
scattering data between each hike in pressure.

"Once we achieved amorphous ice, we planned to raise the temperature
and pressure and observe the local molecular ordering as the amorphous
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ice 'melts' into a supercooled liquid and then recrystallizes," Tulk said.
However, after analyzing the data, they were surprised to learn they had
not created amorphous ice, but rather a sequence of crystalline
transformations through four phases of ice with ever-increasing density:
from ice Ih to ice IX to ice XV to ice XIII. There was no evidence of
amorphous ice at all.

"I've made many of these samples always by compressing ice at low
temperature," said co-author Dennis Klug from the National Research
Council of Canada, the lab that originally discovered the pressure-
induced amorphization of ice in 1984. "I've never previously seen this
pressure-temperature path result in a series of crystalline forms like
this."

"If the data from our experiment was true, it would mean that
amorphous ice is not related to liquid water but is rather an interrupted
transformation between two crystalline phases, a major departure from
widely accepted theory," Klug added.

At first, the team thought their observation was the result of a
contaminated sample.

Three more experiments with a fresh, carefully handled samples on
SNAP produced identical results, reconfirming the structural
transformation sequence with no formation of amorphous ice.

The key was the slow rate of pressure increase and collection of data at a
lower pressure that allowed the ice structure to relax and become the
stable ice IX form. Previous experiments quickly passed over the ice IX
structure without relaxation, this resulted in the amorphous phase.

For 35 years, scientists have been researching the properties of super-
cold water and looking for what's known as the second critical point,
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which is buried within the solid ice phases. But these results question its
very existence. "The relationship between pressure-induced amorphous
ice and water is now in doubt, and the second critical point may not even
exist," Tulk said.

"The results of this paper will form the basis of the analysis of future
studies of amorphous ice phases during upcoming experiments done at
the SNS," he added.

Co-authors of the study titled, "Absence of amorphous forms when ice is
compressed at low temperature," included Chris A. Tulk and Jamie J.
Molaison of ORNL; Adam Makhluf and Craig E. Manning of UCLA;
and Dennis D. Klug of the NRC of Canada.

  More information: Absence of amorphous forms when ice is
compressed at low temperature, Nature (2019). DOI:
10.1038/s41586-019-1204-5 , 
www.nature.com/articles/s41586-019-1204-5
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